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We

al ulate the leading-order

ross se tion for the asso iated produ tion of

Z and J=

. Pro esses that in lude

asso iated produ tion of ele troweak bosons and heavy quarkonium an give valuable insight into the produ tion
me hanism of quarkonia. We

on lude that this pro ess is a
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essible by the LHC statisti s.

that the quark pairs produ ed by hard pro ess are not
produ ed with the quantum numbers of the physi al

1. INTRODUCTION

The quarkonium is a
that

quarkonia but evolve into the quarkonia state through

on eptually simple system

an be des ribed by quantum

hromodynami s

(QCD) as a pair of quarks with the same avor. However, the formation and kinemati s of heavy quarkonia
are still under investigation, with various models (perturbative and nonperturbative QCD) trying to explain
it [1℄.
Theoreti al progress has been made on the fa torization between the short-distan e physi s of the heavy-quark

reation and the long-distan e physi s of the

bound state formation. The ee tive eld theory, inluding the
tivisti

olor-o tet me hanisms based on nonrela-

QCD (NRQCD) [2℄, repla ed the

model [3, 4℄. The

olor singlet

olor-o tet me hanism was used to

an el the infrared divergen es in the de ay widths of

P -wave

and

D-wave

heavy quarkonia [5, 6℄. Another

very interesting model under test is the

olor evapora-

radiation of soft gluons.
The framework of NRQCD postulates that
o tet pro esses asso iated with Fo k state
of the quarkonia

ross se tion. The

olor-singlet model is that the

quarkonium system is produ ed from heavy quark pairs
generated at short distan es in

olor-o tet states with

the emission of soft gluons (when the quark pair has
the quarkonia size), while a

olor singlet implies that

the quark pair is generated with quantum numbers of
spin and angular momentum of the meson. In NRQCD,
high-energy s ales (of the order of

mQ )

annihilation rates. The NRQCD Lagrangian is derived
from the QCD Lagrangian by integrating out energy
momentum modes of the order of

mQ

L = Lheavy + Llight + ÆL;

quarkonia produ ed be determined by the state of the

Llight

original quarks; just that gives the name to the model.

where

The

rangian for gluons and light quarks,

olor evaporation model does not demand the

an be produ ed as a

olor

and spin are then modied via soft intera tions with
the

olor eld.

The

olor o tet me hanism proposes

and
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is the standard relativisti

(1)

QCD Lag-

X
Dq;
Llight = 21 Tr(G G ) + qi

olor singlet state. It

olor o tet state, and the

and higher [9℄.

It has the form,

olor singlet model requires that the type of

quark pair to be produ ed in a

are separated

from low-energy s ales in quarkonium produ tion or

tion model [7, 8℄.
The

ontribute to the

dieren e from the

olor-

omponents

Lheavy

des ribes the low-momentum modes asso-

iated with the heavy quarks:
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Leading-order Feynman diagrams for the asso iated produ tion of a

y iD0 +

Lheavy =

Z

(3)

c
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boson and

J=

onsider these parti ular pro esses be ause they

are experimentally favored, due to

:
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the purely leptoni

lean signals from

Z ! l+l , W ! l and the
J= ! +  ) with a highly

de ays

 ! + 

quarkonia (

,

suppressed ba kground. Sear hes have been performed

ovariant derivate, whi h is

 + W  or Z ) with no indi

in the past at CDF (

ation

D =   + igsA , where the SU(3) gauge eld


is A = (; A ) and gs is the QCD oupling given by
p4 ; is the Pauli spinor eld that annihilates a
s
heavy quark and  is the Pauli spinor eld that reates
the heavy antiquark. D0 and D are the time and spa e

omponents of D . The orre tion term Æ L in ludes all

by in luding

ontributions from higher-order diagrams

possible operators

and intrinsi

harm

given by

onsistent with QCD symmetries.

The measurement of the

of a signal [11℄, but re ently ATLAS at CERN had an

W  + J= with a 5:3  signi an e at
ps = 7 TeV [12℄.
Unfortunately, theoreti al predi -

observation of

tions are not in good agreement with the experimental measurements.

ross se tion of the as-

This dis repan y may be resolved
ontent in the proton [13℄.

Our results were obtained using MADONIA (based

so iated produ tion of ele troweak bosons and heavy

on MadGraph [14℄ matrix element generator), whi h

quarkonium

allows

ross se tion is

ru ial be ause it

an shed

al ulating the

ross se tions of these pro esses.

light on the produ tion of the quarkonium formation.

MadGraph provides partoni

Also, an ex ess of events might be a signal for de ays

tree-level Standard Model pro esses. We fo us on the

of a fermiophobi

result and the possibility that these pro esses are a

Higgs boson [10℄.

It is our purpose to estimate the produ tion

ross

se tion for the pro esses

g + g ! Z + (
where

S

is the denite spin,

momentum,
is the

a

q = u; d; ; s, and
2S +1

J

=8(

LJ );

onsidering

=1(

olor sin-

olor-o tet

states, in whi h the quarkonium system is produ ed at
short distan es and evolves into a

olor singlet state

by the emission of soft gluons. Examples of tree-level
Feynman diagrams

an be seen in Fig. 1.

Z + J=

is also

urrent statisti s of the LHC.

There are many studies in the literature involving

is the orbital angular

olor o tet). We fo us on

essible with the

2. CROSS SECTION RESULTS

(n)

is the total angular momentum, and

olor multipli ity,

glet) and

L

es-

sible by the LHC, rather than on a detailed numeri al
analysis. We show that the pro ess of

q + q ! Z +  (2S+1 L(Jn) );
where

heli ity amplitudes for

W or
Z ) and heavy quarkonia ( or J= ) [1517℄ and many
studies of the spe i pro ess of Z + J= that we dis uss
the asso iated produ tion of ele troweak bosons (

here [1820℄.

We onsider two pro esses that ontribute to p +
+ p ! J= + Z at the leading order. We rst onsider
g + g ! [n℄ + Z and then q + q ! [n℄ + Z , where q
3 (8) 1 (8)
3 (1)
an be either of u; d; s; and n = S1 , S0 , or S1 .
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The

Estimates of

Z

Boson and

J=

produ tion

:::

Cross section, fb
1200

ross se tion of the asso iated produ tion of

and

Z

in the framework of NRQCD is given by

(8)

(pp ! Q + Z + X ) =
X
= ^ (pp ! (n) + Z + X )hOQ (n)i;

Z 0 + cc̄[3 S1 ]

1000

(1)

Z 0 + cc̄[3 S1 ]

(4)

n

Z0 +
800

^ (pp ! (n)+ Z + X ) is the short-distan e ross
hOQ (n)i is the long-distan e matrix ele2
2
ment (LDME). Ee ts of the order of Q =mQ  1 (mQ
being the quark mass and Q the momentum transfer in

(8)
cc̄[1 S0 ]

where

600

se tion and

400

a produ tion pro ess), whi h are en oded in short-distan e

oe ients,

an be estimated using the perturba-

200

tion theory. On the other hand, ee ts of the order of

Q2 =m2Q < 1

hadronization are fa tored into long-dis-

tan e matrix elements, expressed in powers of



0

and

6

measured from latti e simulations or from experimental

8

10

12
√

data. LDMEs are expe ted to be pro ess-independent,

ps

not to depend on the produ tion me hanism of the perturbative heavy quarks, and

annot

urrently be

Fig. 2.

om-

14
s, TeV

Cross se tion as a fun tion of

puted from rst prin iples.

 NRQCD matrix elements for the

The LDMEs are related to the nonperturbative
transition probabilities from a

QQ system in a quarko-

nium state, and they s ale with a denite power of the
intrinsi
ing

heavy-quark velo ity

.

Thus, studies in lud-

 may be more suitable for the understanding of



the NRQCD fa torization formalism, sin e the mass
of the bottomonium is greater than that of the

2 ,

and hen e faster

tion, the asymptoti

onvergen e

behavior of the



1)

.

(1)
1

3

is rea hed at

3

(8)
1

3

3

1

(8)
0

2

3

Additional kinemati

uts were applied to

mu h higher values of the transverse momentum (

lowing the a

be ause

transverse momentum of

mb > m

.

Charmonium on the other hand has the advantage
that its mass is

loser to

QCD

than the bottomo-

3

hO(J= )[ S ℄i = 0:3  10 GeV ;
 hO (J= )[ S
℄i = 8:9  10 GeV :

In addi-

pT ),

hO(J= )[ S ℄i = 1:64 GeV ;



har-

monium by about three orders of magnitude, implying
smaller

harmonium pro-

du tion [22℄

J= is required to be pJ=
T >
> 8 GeV and its rapidity jyJ= j < 2:4.
The results of every pro ess is presented in Table 1,

where only statisti al errors are shown.

ti

the format

The parameter values used as an input for the

al-

ulations are [21℄:

 CTEQ6L1 parton distribution fun tions set;
 mZ = 91:18 GeV;
 S (mZ ) = 0:1184;
 m = 1:275 GeV, mu = 2:3 MeV, md = 4:8 MeV,

ms = 95:5 MeV;
 = 7:297  10 3;
 R = F = mZ ;
1) For the

with the
to

.

-quark line of the

ross se tions. This is beharmonium is

onne ted

q-quark line by the gluon that transmits

This was he ked with our simulation and

olor
an be

seen from the absen e of these pro esses in Table 1 and
the very low
We

ross se tion of the pro ess where

al ulated the

produ tion of a

Z

q=

.

ross se tion for the asso iated

boson with

J=

in protonproton

ollisions to the leading order. We list all the partoni
ontributions to the total

harmonium ground state,

bottomonium ground state,

are expe ted to have very low
ause the

Pro esses of

q + q ! [3 S1(1) ℄ + Z

standing of the produ tion and de ay of bound states
of heavy quarks. This strategy makes it possible to embed the present approa h in the framework of NRQCD.

, fol-

eptan e of the experiments in LHC. The

nium mass. This enables us to perform a nonrelativistreatment of a quarkonium system for the under-

J=

2

 0:1

.

2

 0:3

, and for the

ross se tion

onsidering the

[2S+1 L(J ) ℄, with S = 1; 2, L = S , J = 0; 1, and =
= 1; 8. The results obtained are visualized in Fig. 2
and summarized in Table 2.
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Table 1.

Tree-level

g + g ! Z + [3 S1(8) ℄

[ S ℄
[3 S1(8) ℄
[3 S1(8) ℄
[3 S1(8)℄
3

(8)
1

g + g ! Z + [1 S0(8) ℄

+  ! Z + [1 S ℄
(8)
0

ps = 8 TeV

ps = 14 TeV

11:3  3:6
15:7  5:2
195:5  20:4
148:0  21:3
56:0  10:7

14:1  5:0
19:7  6:0
204:4  29:7
157:4  19:8
70:3  13:3

32:8  12:1
47:4  26:1
408:3  50:7
342:5  40:4
181:1  54:4

281:0  36:0
0:4  2:9

300:5  42:5
1:1  1:7

823:1  101:3
8:2  8:4

7:0  0:9
1:8  0:4

9:1  1:0
2:1  0:8

20:5  2:7
5:4  1:9

g + g ! Z + [3 S1(1) ℄

+  ! Z + [3 S1(1)℄

Table

Tree-level

2.
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ps = X TeV

Cross se tion, fb

ps = 7 TeV

Pro ess

+ ! Z +
u + u ! Z +
d + d ! Z +
s + s ! Z +

ross se tions at

òîì

ross se tions at

= X TeV

ps =

s ribe the experimental data with high a

ura y. Asso-

iated produ tion pro esses of ele troweak bosons and
heavy quarkonia an be a powerful input for the models

Cross se tion, fb

ps = 7 TeV ps = 8 TeV ps = 14 TeV

Pro ess

Z + [3 S1(8)℄ 426:6  32:0 465:8  38:9 1012:1  89:4
Z + [1 S0(8)℄ 281:4  36:2 301:6  42:5 831:3  101:3
Z + [3 S1(1)℄ 8:8  1:0 11:1  1:3 25:9  3:3

to produ e more a

urate predi tions.

asso iated produ tion of Z +
+  (2S+1 L(J )), where S = 0; 1, J = 0; 1, and = 1; 8.
We

studied

the

We nd that the

olor-o tet pro ess is dominantly

ontributing at the tree level. We listed all the parton
ontributions to the

ross se tion of this pro ess. We

expe t that with the

olle ted luminosity at the LHC,

there will be enough events to derive a

The produ tion of

Z

in asso iation with

J=

ross se tion.

We are grateful to Costas Papadopoulos for the

has

been studied before in within the next-to-leading-order

valuable

(NLO) a

to thank G. Karananas for the lengthy dis ussions.

pJ=
T

ura y [19, 20℄.

Based on our sele tions of

and renormalization and fa torization s ales, we

expe t small next-to-leading-order
It is

ontributions.

lear that these pro esses are rea hable within

the statisti s at the LHC, with the

olor-o tet pro-

omments. One of the authors (S. L.) wants
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elements and a good test of the
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NRQCD fa torization formalism.
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